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I am an award winning photo artist and have had my work published as fine art, greeting cards

(Leanin' Tree and ASAP graphics) book covers, CD covers, magazine covers etc. I use Adobe

Photoshop Elements exclusively and have found that this relatively inexpensive program can do

amazing things! I have written 3 tutorials on creating photo art using this program. To view more of

the artwork that I create using this please see my website at

http://www.stephanielairdphotography.com/-/stephanielairdphotography/galleryindex.asp?c=21190

This should come up with a before and after slideshow. This first tutorial will give you the basics and

some very fun techniques for editing your pictures. These books are not designed to teach you

Photoshop Elements but I think they will definitely help you in learning it and some of the wonderful

things you can do! These tutorials focus more on the creative editing techniques in Photoshop

Elements. Although I have a passion for photography, my photos were very ordinary. When I

received my first copy of Adobe Photoshop Elements (#2), it literally sat in the box for 2 years. I did

not want to tackle this software. However, when I finally loaded the software and sat myself down to

learn it, a new and creative world opened up for me. I am not a technical person so it took a while

for me to navigate through the software. I found out that it isn't as mystifying as it first seemed. My

tutorials are written to help the creative person achieve their vision or realize new visions for their art

and are very simply written - as that is the way I learn. I personally believe that Elements can do just

about anything, editing-wise, that even the most expensive software products can do. I am sure you

will surprise yourself with what you can create! I do all the time, it's a constant learning experience!

All the concepts in all the tutorials can be applied to Adobe Photoshop as well.In this first book you

will learn the basic tools and get techniques to clone, layer, create a dreamy effect, change

backgrounds, do cut-outs, make eyes stand out, make winter scenes, selective coloring, zoom

photos and do one of my all time favorites (and actually a very lucrative technique for me) create

silhouettes from regular photos. Thanks so much for your interest in Book 1. I hope you get a great

deal out of it and most of all I hope you have fun being a creative Photo Artist!Testimonials from my

website ... Ã¢â‚¬Å“Hi, Thank you so much for the opportunity to buy your 3 cd set. I have been

using it now for a couple of months and I am really blown away with all I can do with it and am

looking forward to learning new projects in the future.I created a portrait of my husband's mom and

dad using the set, the two photos I used were taken 2 years apart and shortly before each of them

passed away.They were never much for having their picture taken, but with your tutuorials, I easily

took each of them from another picture and combined them using layers of pinkinsh purple clouds

and laying that with some white wispy clouds. (I have always taken lots of pictures with clouds and it



paid off to keep them).My husbands family is in awe of the portrait and I plan to give each of them

copies for Christmas this year.I can't wait for the next cd.....I love this program.Ã¢â‚¬Â•-- Trish,

AlabamaÃ¢â‚¬Å“Stephanie, I just bought your 3 ebooks. I am hooked. As a matter of fact I have

today off since. it is July 4th and have been practicing your tutorials for 12,hours straight. I have

some beautiful work accomplished already. I have tried to use YouTube to learn but they are too

fast and I get frustrated. But your books have opened doors for me. If you have more, I WILL buy

them. I am so happy with your product. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.Ã¢â‚¬Â•-- Julie
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I was headed out on a road trip and binge-bought four of Stephanie's books (three on Photoshop,

and one on marketing cards). I am completely happy with all of them.What I love about this book in

particular is the approach: not so much a step-by-step to performing some Photoshop magic, but

more of a way to think about your own photographs and how they can be altered.As a rule, Kindle

books are pretty rough on images; the before-and-afters in this book show up well enough to make



the points. Ordinary photographs can be transformed, and PS Elements is powerful enough for

many of us. You don't even need Ninja-level skills; simply an understanding of working with layers.I

bought all three volumes; I'm not so sure that I actually need the content in 2 & 3 but at this price,

it's possible to save too much money and miss out on a major time-saving / idea-generating

suggestion.I am COMPLETELY looking at other people's art-images differently, now that I see how

some of these are made. I am also digging back into my older PS/E how-to books. Their instructions

are still applicable and much more useful to me now that I have an idea of an end product I can

create from my own photographs.

Loved reading this ebook, going to get the next one and try using some of her techniques.

This is a great book for ideas on what to do with all those cool pictures I have at home. Lots of

examples and lots of links to the authors works and others like her. Really enjoyed the book and am

going to use her suggestions to make use of my own photographs.
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